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Roadmap and takeways 

1. Is China or India more financially open?  

 We update our evidence to end-2013 on three price measures 

2. Do our previous findings hold? 

 India is still more open on average, but China is catching up fast 

3. What are the implications for China’s capital opening? 

 Direct, portfolio and bank flows 

4. Why the latest RMB weakness vis-à-vis US$? 

 Currency expectations, rate differentials and FX volatility 
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Our 2012 paper questions two most popular 
measures of capital account openness 

• De jure and de facto 

• Big questions about changes over time and relative positioning 
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Three price-based measures to update 
de facto financial openness 

• Previous work based on eight indicators of capital 

account openness 
–  4 price measures and 4 non-price measures, with a focus on 2003-2012 

–  Now we have updated 3 price measures to end 2013 

• On/offshore deviations from the law of one price 
Smaller gap indicates less market segmentation 

A positive value of the gap suggests the underlying financial contract is 

priced cheaper onshore 

• Cross-border price gaps for three financial markets 
FX forward market: (F-NDF)/S 

Money market: (i – r) 

Equity market: log(H/A), or log(ADR/M) 
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1.  On/offshore forward currency 
premium gap 

• On average, the INR forward premium gap is narrower than the CNY over 2003-

2013, but the lead is shrinking. 
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India has been more open on average, 
but China catches up fast 

• Post GFC, the price gap narrowed for CNY but widened for INR 

• A positive forward premium gap indicates the respective currency is cheaper 

(appreciates less or depreciates more) onshore than offshore: CNY vs INR 
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2. On/offshore money market yield gap 

• Again, over the past decade, the money yield gap has been on average narrower 

for INR than for CNY.  
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India has been more open on average, 
but China catches up fast 

• However, once again, post GFC, China’s financial openness is advancing, but India 

is backtracking.  

• For both CNY and INR, money market instruments cheaper onshore than offshore. 
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3.  Stock price gap: Shanghai premium 
and Mumbai discount 

• Lately, both Shanghai premium and Mumbai discount have been vanishing rapidly.  

• The new Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock connect in fact witnessed much more 

“northbound flows” and “southbound flows”.  
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India has been more open on average, 
but China catches up fast 

• Benchmarking against Hong Kong as a real-world case of perfect capital mobility, 

both Shanghai and Hong Kong still have some way to go.  
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Implications for China’s capital opening 

Some stylized facts 

 Big current surplus for the past decade 

 Concurrently large net private capital inflows 

 Consequently, big official reserves buildup 

The consensus view 

 Asymmetric control controls restricting private capital outflows 

 Fuller capital account liberalization points to bigger private gross 

external positions and rising net private net external assets 

 Mostly focusing on direct and portfolio investment flows 

 A big hole: price signals and bank flows 
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What about prices and bank flows? 

The new Shanghai-Hong Kong stock connect already 

challenges such so-called consensus: 

“Northbound flows” 3 times bigger than “Southbound flows” 

Our insight: binding capital controls allow different 

forwards and money yields onshore and offshore  

These price gaps tend to favor bank inflows into China 

 China’s gross bank flows are huge (50%), and prices 

can be a major catalyst to bank flow dynamics 

In the short term, China may face strong inflow pressure! 
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Sharpe ratios suggest the CNY is an 
attractive carry-trade target 

• Over the past three years, the Sharpe ratio of the CNY is 4 to 10 times higher than 

those of its emerging market peers, attractive carry trading of CNY. 

• Thus strong incentives for bank and fixed-income inflows. 
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Why the latest RMB weakness vs US$? 

• A mighty US$, divergent US-China monetary policy, valuation concerns, worries 

about a more fragile Chinese financial system, and a less interventionist PBC. 

• Swings in currency expectations, narrower expected rate differentials and higher 

currency volatility mean a lower Sharpe ratio, prompting unwinding of carry trade. 
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RMB trades weaker vs US$ but remains one 
of the few strong currencies globally 
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Summary 

Our updated evidence still ranks India financially more open 

than China over the past decade 

But China is catching up fast since the GFC   

Tensions between our short-term inflow pressures and the 

consensus medium-term net private outflows 

Price signals, bank flows and capital flow volatility 

Financial stress and Fed normalization may have combined 

to trigger unstable private capital outflows near-term 

Fuller exchange and interest rate liberalization ahead of big 

breakthrough in capital opening still the best course of action 
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